
Student Folder- Mission Example

7th grade

Today’s exploration missions at ________________________, on

_____________________.                      (location)

(date)

Remember, for each adventure mission you accomplish you add points to your

Adventures Goal.  And what’s the reward when you reach your Adventures Goal?  You

know it! So, get going!!

If you finish your mission before time, explore and do one of the following

extra adventure missions for added points:

Interview an employee (in the open- never go into an isolated area!)- learn something

about him/her.

Take selfies at different locations and share with me!

Vlog an area of the location

Take a sample (if it’s allowed)  to use in an experiment

Take a picture of something that interested you- post it with a caption or send it to me!

Create a tik tok script about the location



Mis���� 1
10 points

Identify the following:

Measure the  water temperature in fahrenheit AND in celsius in 2 different spots.

Spot 1_____________________ _____________________

Spot 2 _____________________ ____________________

What instrument would you use?

Take a picture of 3 instruments, or tools, that measure.

How much is 78 degree fahrenheit in degrees celsius?

What is the freezing temperature in fahrenheit verus celsius?

What is something about measuring temperature that you wonder?

Now, go find the answer.

Mis���� 2
10 points

Locate, read, and summarize using only key words (1-2 important,key words per sentence) for 3

informational signs. (These may not be menus or entrance information)

What part of speech were the key words you chose- nouns, verbs, adjectives, or adverbs?

What makes these signs informational?

Why did you choose these signs in particular?



Mis���� 3
40 points

Teach time-time to go see Ms. Joelle for a briefing

Mis���� 4
10 points

Identify the following:

The perimeter of ________________.

It’s area. ____________________

It’s volume.____________________

Draw a to scale drawing of ____________________ using the attached graph paper.

(1 block = 1 foot)



Mis���� 5
10 points

During our briefing, we discussed the time period.

Looking around, is there any evidence you can find that might signify the time period?

Create a 5-7 minute video explaining how this location is tied to the time period we discussed. Plan it out

before you video.

What might have been happening in different spots during that time that is different than it is now?


